
 
Quickly think of the times in your life when you have experienced emotional or physical injury-trauma-damage-
pain?  If possible muscle test and ask, if you have all the information that is needed at this time.  If the answer is 
no, then ponder on questions, such as: Is it emotional or physical…..What age (can be in the womb)……Family or 
friends………….Male or female Surgeries……..Accidents, etc. (you can easily release more as you remember it later) 
The purpose of this is to bring to mind all of the negative emotions that have been stored in your cells and your 
DNA so whatever you bring up, can be completely released instantly!  It is like weeding a garden you can’t do it 
all at once!  It is a continual process because we choose to plant the weed seeds in our garden again and again 
with our thoughts!                    Please release to The Savior or The Violet Flame, whichever feels good to you. 

 

Script For Releasing Trauma 
I am now releasing all of the emotional and physical negative energy, emotions and feelings, from the injury, the 
damage, the trauma, and the pain from all of these events, completely and permanently from the point of creation 
throughout eternity, from my entire body and being and from anyone else that was involved.  I am sending all of 
these negative energies, feelings and emotions to the Savior forevermore.  I am re-wiring, organizing, and 
integrating my brain, reversing all damage, healing and integrating all associated traumas to now receive all that is 
for the highest good of every aspect of my being.  With love, praise and gratitude, thank you God, it is done! 
 

The Script For Clearing Negative Energies 
I am releasing, clearing and removing all negative cording, all negative energies, entities, attachments, negative 
coding and all impurities completely and permanently, from my whole entire body, being (home, family, etc.). I am 
sending all of them to the Savior or spirit prison, wherever they choose to go, never to return!  I am placing an 
impenetrable shield of protection from heaven to protect and shield me.  I am now completely safe and protected 
in God’s love.  With love, praise and gratitude, thank you God, it is done! 

   

   Fear Release 
I am now releasing all of my Struggle, all Fears…including fear of the Future, the Unknown, of Change, of Failure 
and Success, Worry, Lack, Guilt, Doubt, Resentment, Anger, Abandonment, Unworthiness, Abuse, Blame, Deceit, 
Ego, Self- Hatred, Sabotage, Destruction, Death Wishes, Negative Memories, Judgments, Stress, Depression, 
Neglect, Anxiety, Addictions, Heart-ache and all of the dead parts of myself permanently and completely from the 
point of creation throughout all eternity, from my entire body and being, and from my ancestors that desire it.  I 
am sending all of these negative feelings and emotions to the Savior.  I am receiving peace!  With love, praise and 
gratitude, thank you God, it is done!  

 
Negative Karma-Blocks-Resistance-Negative Patterns 

I am now releasing all of my negative Karmic Imprints, Blueprints, Akashi Records, Memory, and Patterns, also all 
Resistance, Blocks and Rejection from myself and others; the need for Perfection, Not Being Good Enough, old 
Subconscious programming, Generational and all Interference Patterns. I am now transmuting and completing the 
negative cycles and forgiving myself and all in existence for eternity.  I am installing all antidote code frequencies.  I 
am also clearing and healing the specific negative frequencies and vibrations at which my core fractures are 
vibrating completely and permanently from the point of creation, throughout all existence.  I am sending them to 
the Savior forevermore.  With love, praise and gratitude, thank you God, it is done. 
 

Struggle, Relationship & Financial Abundance Release 

I am now transmuting and releasing all negative genes, negative generational programming, and the morphic field 

of struggle for eternity.  “I am removing all limitations, blocks and energy that are stopping me from attracting 

abundance, from my entire body and being, and from all ancestors who desire it.  I am sending all of this negative 

energy to the Savior, forevermore. I am plugging into the morphic field and resonance of Love, Joy, Harmony and 

Abundance!  I am activating my genes that hold the manifestation energy of receiving abundance in finances, 

relationships and health.  I am programming myself with generational wealth and I am choosing to create and 

receive great abundance in my life.   With love, praise and gratitude, thank you God, it is done!”                 

Absolutely no copying of this system is permitted! 

Injury-Trauma-Pain 



                                                        Feelings of Struggle                                                                    

Feeling Trapped   Being Taken Advantage Of       Controlling Others       

Being Controlled                All  Forms Of Abuse                      Not Having a Voice                         

Feeling Of Being Alone   Not Being Able To Let Go            Hatred                                   

Un-forgiveness                            Unresolved Issues                         All Perceptual Distortions              

Negative Programming              Negative Imprinting                     Generational Patterns       

Undeserving 

Directing Energy  
I am directing energy from the earth in the proper amount and type into any and all of the parts of my 
body which are lacking energy.  I am fully grounded to Mother Earth and connected to the Divine.  They 
both flow through me in perfect harmony.  I am aligning, balancing, and connecting the chi energy and 
all processes and levels in my entire body and being that need it, to their perfect and proper alignment, 
balance, and connections for their highest intended purpose.  

                                
Deactivating/Activating Cells 

I am healing all of my negative genes and cells.  I am activating, restoring and regenerating all of my 
genes, cells, chakras, telomeres, healing codes, processes, brain waves and auric field. They are now 
responding to the manifestation of my positive words and thoughts, to God’s unconditional love, and to 
their perfect memory.  I am recoding my Divine DNA/RNA and intelligence to its highest frequency.  I am 
reversing all effects of aging in my entire body and restoring my healthful youth.  I am resonating at the 
highest resonance and frequencies possible for my immediate and highest healing emotionally, 
physically, mentally and spiritually.  

 
                                          Receiving Nourishment 
I am now utilizing the pure, clean, living water that I use and drink in the healthiest way and nourishing 
the essence and intelligence of my body and being. I am transferring all frequencies, vibrations and 
affects of any herbs, plants etc. needed  in the perfect and proper amounts for well-being to completely 
fill my body and being.  “I am balancing the frequency of my blood to be in harmony and balance with 
the frequency of my body. I am activating all of the healing processes in my body and being to now be 
healthy and whole.  I am also gathering and healing all of the pieces of my heart, body and soul and 
healing them as one.   

 

 
Installing Faith, Peace & Unconditional Love  

I am now receiving the resonance of Hope, Peace, Unconditional Love, Abundance of all good things, 
Trust, Joy, Passion, Confidence, Acceptance, Approval, and Forgiveness of myself and others, being Open 
to Give & Receive, the needed Tones, Frequencies and Vibrations, the healing energy of any Colors 
needed into every gene, cell, and fiber of my entire body and being.  I am now commanding; I am 
Innocent, Safe, Free, Powerful and Abundant forevermore and I command my birthright of Grace, Ease, 
Abundance and Innocence now be restored!  I am now reclaiming my power and all past information 
that will guide and support me on my path to wholeness.  With love, praise and gratitude, thank you 
God, it is done!  

Absolutely no copying of this system is permitted! 


